This precious metal plays a very
important role in the medicine;
since the 20s of the last century
compounds of gold are delivered as reliable and proven
base therapy in case of rheumatic diseases. Medicaments
with potentialized gold are
known for a long time and used
for health problems, such as:








in case of baseless fears
strengthens intuitive thinking
in case of burn-out syndrome
give courage and confidence
assists in case of taedium vitae
if suffering from heart problems

The details and photos of this study are published
on our homepage energy-cards.com. From a
biologic-scientific point of view the results may be
considered as highly positive and very surprising, as
the shapes of the crystals are really unique !
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- promotes self-healing
- strengthens the organisms
- physical regeneration
- profound relaxation
- energizing food & beverages
- for electrical appliances

All studies -which by the way have been realized
by independent research laboratories- show the
effectiveness of the
© products and
describe their potential as quite exceptional.

This booklet serves as information about methods for preventive health care and self help. Whoever applies this information does it with its own responsibility. We have no notion to
transmit any diagnoses or therapeutic recommendations. The
procedures stated in this booklet are not to be understood as
alternatives for professional medical treatments. Don’t hesitate to contact your physician or doctor in case of illness !

This precious metal with its
particular atomic structure
and its unique electric potential affects the electric
and electromagnetic conditions of every single human
body cell. Tachyonized gold
is capable to harmonize in a
short space of time any
faulty electric potential.

The most noted perturbing
source in your work area
represents at the same moment one of the most important working appliance:
the computer screen. As it is
known, not only the electromagnetic spectrum of a
flat screen exerts a harmful
effect on our organism: but
mainly its backlight.

The
manufactured with pure crystalline
silicon and 24 carat gold foil,
reliably protects the whole
organism from the influence
of harmful electromagnetic
radiation. This card protects
those who work or sojourn
regularly in an environment
of e-smog emanating devices and vehicles suchs as:

The
applications:

This kind of backlight is generated similar to the
light of fluorescent lamps: by gas-discharge. Flat
screens with quicksilver-light exert a discontinuous
spectrum, containing unnatural short-waved fractions of blue and violet and very low energy-pikes
in the red spectrum as well.

computers, screens, cash registers, photo copiers,
artificial lighting, in the train, tramway, in the car,
mobile phone antennas, TVs, etc. etc.

offers two completely different

A) to inform water, featuring similar properties as
colloidal gold water
B) to protect oneself from electric smog such as
radiation from LCD flat screens
In order to energize water
just put the
under a glass or a jar filled
with fresh water. In a little
while (~3 minutes) the water is ready. You can leave
the card during the day
(and over night) under the
jar and refill it from time to
time with fresh water.

In order to protect yourself from the radiation of
computer screens, just put the credit card sized
in the pocket of your shirt or suit. worn
at this height, the tachyon field that arises around
the card will directly act on the thymus gland and
on the thyroid. You'll see: you will have more energy and be able to much better concentrate !

This „blue-light“ is much more
refractive than red light and
is focused in our eyes at another level which leads to
fuzziness, unsharpness and
color-distortion. One of the
main reasons why pilots are
often wearing yellow glasses
filtering blue-light and boosting eyesight and contrast.
In order to protect yourself against the radiation of
computer screens the
can be fixed
on the backside of the monitor. If you are using a
laptop or touchpad you might use a
.

Characteristic symptoms caused by electric smog:







susceptibility to infection
cancer, rheumatism, arthritis, tumors
tiredness even after long sleep
slight to heavy tensions in the limbs
tendency to nervousness and depression
bad or restless sleep, allergies, headaches

It may be risqué, by virtue of the
scientific yada yada on the part of
the manufacturers of electronic
devices, that we permit ourselves
to make such a statement and to
claim, that the
and
the
really protect.

The huge advantage of these products: they do
not "overcharge" do not have to be "purified"
and, last but not least:

Hey, why don't you ask your Touch for Health®
practitioner and ask him/her to test the impact of
the radiation on your body: with and without the
!

we offer a 10-year warranty of functionality !

Try me that he/she will be totally surprised !!!

